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Original title Monstrene i Dunderly           
English title The monsters of Dunderly           
Nationality of film Norwegian           
Running length 80 minutes           
(Animation) Technique Mix of photographed backgrounds and 3D-animated 

characters           
Version                 
Dialogues yes/no yes           
Genre Adventure           
Target audience Family           
Short description To save his best friend´s pet from the dreaded Monster 

Patrol, Bulder has to learn how to accept his worst 
enemy. Will our lovable, yet rebellious monster friend 
complete his mission?           

Short synopsis in English 
(max. 800 characters)                 
 The wild and funny monster Bulder lives happily in 
Dunderly, a secret hideout for monsters  far away from people and the dreaded Monster Patrol.  
Bulder and his best friend Modika is training for the upcoming Monster Ympics. A great throw 
sends monsterball Turbo over the mountain edge. He is found by the Monster Patrols dog and is 
taken into captivity. Bulder is devastated that he lost his best friends pet and monsterball.   
One day a new monster arrives Dunderly. Mons monster. Bulder thinks he acts strange for a 
monster: he doesn’t play, he takes lots pictures, and wants fur for his Friendsbook. Bulder’s 
investigation discloses that Mons is actually an expert on humans, and Bulder gets an idea: he will 
befriend this strange monster so Mons can help him kidnap a human and arrange a swap between 
the human and Turbo. 
In his efforts he finds out that you MIGHT find a friend where you didn’t expect, and that 
kidnapping is far more dangerous than you’d think. 
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